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Lisa

have added the missing and corrected information in bold print
below to

fill in the blanks in Steves message of last week That would result in

new total of 4139 if you add the remaining to be installed total to the

pending total for the three NRDs Please note that the original total

should have been 3058 instead of 3158 for the remaining to be installed

category think Steve mistyped the total

Regards

Mike

Mike Thompson
Natural Resources Specialist

State of Nebraska
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Phone 402 471-1026
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Lisa

did notice one item that needs to be added to our conversation
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The

Tn-Basin figures include as metered category that says Wells with

pending flowmeter cost share applications The number for that is 298

sizable number suspect that both the Lower and Middle Republican have

similar situations It is little difficult to know if we may have paid

some of those pending wells but suspect not many Therefore those

numbers will need to be added to the 3158 figure we came up with if

financial need is to be best determined Thus our remaining need according

to NRD figures is

Lower Republican 1482

Middle Republican 573

Tn-Basin 1003

TOTAL 3158 3058

Tn-Basin Application Pending 298

Middle Republican App Pending 337

Lower Repub App Pending 446

OVERALL TOTAL 3456 plus 4139

As noted in our conversation we have spent about $92000 of the Bureau

Money It appears we have currently have around $975000 in committed

unexpended funding sources At $408 per well we probably have about

$1410000 in need plus an additional amount for pending applications from

the Middle and Lower Republican

will he out of the office in December Mike Thompson of our staff will

try to get you breakdowns on how many wells need to go in by each of the

Lower Republican deadline dates If you have questions you can call Mike

at 471-1026 or you can talk to our financial person Gayle Starr at

471-3933

Steve


